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See companion documents  

Materials and Supplies Costs OC Hop Yard and  

Olds College Research Hop Yard Design 2017. 

 

Required Material 

 

(for greater detail and approximate costing, see Materials and Supplies Costs sheet)

186 Softwood poles, 22’ long 

10,000 feet 5/16” cable 

10,000 1/4” cable 

86 Anchor Pins 

450 5/16” cable clamps 

180 1/4" cable clamps 

5 lbs Fencing staples 

10 lbs 6” nails 

2 rolls Wiggle wire 

 

 

Equipment and Machinery 

 

Truck and flatbed trailer 

Tractor and disc 

Skid steer with 16’ post hole auger and fork 

implements 

Ground Pounder (gas powered tamper) 

Sky Jack (scissor lift) 

Chain saw 

Tampers 

Shovels and Clam Digger 

Cable winch style come along  

Haven Grip 

Socket wrenches 

Hammers 

Safety chain 

Marker flags 

Measuring tape 

Bright safety paint 

Grinder with metal cutting disk 

PPE
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Step by Step Guide 

 

Days are based on 7 hour work days. Always allow extra time for equipment malfunctions.  

 

1. Acquire Land Base and Clear 

 

 Section of sheep pasture was cultivated to make way for hop yard trellis construction 

 Approximate time: 2.5 days 

 

The pasture was first mowed using 3 point hitch PTO driven mower pulled by farm chore tractor, then 

cultivated using a tow-behind PTO driven rototiller implement. To break the sod, multiple passes were 

required. 

 

 

2. Measure and Map your Future Yard 

 

 Materials required: hop yard design (see for example Olds College Research Hop Yard Design 

2017) measuring tape, marker flags, 

 Approximate time required: 0.5 days 

 

Measure the distance between desired pole placements. Drive rows are 14’ apart running north to south. 

Cross rows are 28’ apart running east to west. Measure between desired pole locations, mark each with a 

flag.  

 

3. Dig Holes for Pole Placement 

 

 Materials Required: Skid steer with 16” post hole auger, shovels, clam digger 

 Approximate time: 1.5 days 

 

Use auger to drill/excavate a 4 foot hole at each desired pole placement. 

Use shovels and clam digger to remove the excess soil filled into hole. Extremely dry soils result in poor 

removal of material by the auger, and much more manual “clam digging.” Rocks may be encountered 

occasionally that cannot be removed by auger or shovel, and a new hole will have to be drilled. Try to 
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drill new hole in the east-west (strength) pole line. 

 

 

Figure 1. Skid steer with auger used for drilling ground holes  

 

 

4. Place Interior Poles 

 

 Materials required: skid steer with forks, safety chain rated for pole weight, shovels, clam digger, 

tamper, ground pounder, water source 

 Approximate time required: 5 days 

 People required: 4; skid steer driver, pole placers and ground pounder operators, 1 spotter,  

 

If soil is dry, fill the initial hole with water, remove any excess fill before placing pole. To install the pole, 

first place the pole bottom at the edge of desired hole while it is laying on the ground. Place the top 

between the skid steer forks and over the crossbar, and wrap the pole loosely with safety chain to prevent 

the pole from falling forward. Secure safety chain. Gradually lift the pole over the cab of the skid steer 

while moving forward. When the pole falls into the hole have your spotter check from both directions that 

the pole is vertically straight and lines up with the row. Use the skid steer and human power to adjust. 

When satisfied, backfill the hole halfway, pack with tamper, continue backfilling then pack with ground 

pounder. Lower skid steer forks slowly to put safety cable in reach, free the pole from the chain and move 

on to the next. After all poles are placed, pack ground around poles with Ground Pounder or gasoline 

powered tamper. 
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5. Make Adjustments 

 

Now is the time to check if any poles are severely out of place now that you can see the full picture. With 

equipment still available adjusting pole placement is best done now before cabling begins. Should a pole 

need to be replaced, mark and drill the new hole.  

If you need remove a pole, dig down on one side of the pole (with either the post hole auger or a shovel), 

wrap the safety chain around pole and secure to the skid steer forks and lift out, replacing into the new 

hole. Follow same placement strategy as before.  

 

6. Pitch Anchor Poles (the outer pole in each row and column) 

 

 Time required: 3 days 

 Materials required: same as Interior poles (step 4 above) 

 

First, install anchor poles vertically as in section 4 (above). To angle the pole, auger or dig a 2 foot hole 

directly beside the pole hole. Keeping the base of the pole stationary, use the skid steer to tilt the pole to 

the outside of the hop yard until the pole is at a 45° angle. The skid steer can be used for support while the 

hole is refilled and packed. Poles should be pitched at approximately a 45° angle and line up with other 

anchor poles.   

 

 

Ground anchor 

for interior poles 

Two anchors for corner poles 
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Figure 2. Showing pitched anchor poles and straight interior field poles 

 

7. Placing Anchor Pins 

 

 Materials: Anchor pins, steel rods, safety paint 

 Time: 1 day 

 People: 2 

 

Begin by placing pin 15’ from each anchor pole (see Figure 2, above). Corners receive two pins, one 

along the east-west line and one along the north-south line. Place anchor straight up and down initially, 

and turn pin into ground by hand using a length of steel rod through the eyelet to get threads underground. 

When sturdy, turn the pin into the ground at an appropriate angle. The correct angle is such that the 

anchor points to the top of the pole. Leave about 1.5’ exposed. Spray paint these anchors in bright colour 

for visitor safety.  

 

Figure 3: example of a ground anchor 

 

8. Lay out cable 

 

 Materials required: spools of 5/16” and 1/4” cable, cable grinder, steel rod, skid steer 
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 Approximate time required: 2 days 

 People required: 2; skid steer driver and cable cutter. 

 

Order of cutting/laying:  

1) 5/16” cable for anchor poles,  

2) 5/16” cable for bridle cables,  

3) 5/16” cable for ribbon lines,  

4) 5/16” cable for cross wires,  

5) 1/4” cable for vine lines. 

 

To unspool cable, a steel rod was placed in spool and picked up on skid steer forks to roll out in the field 

(Figure 4.). Attach cable to anchor pin to hold cable and back up skid steer to pre-measured distance 

marker (a second person is helpful as a spotter). Pre-measure and mark distances of 45 and 50 feet.   

 

Figure 4. Cable spool placed on skid-steer fork lift with steel rod  
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1) 5/16” cable will be cut in 45’ lengths for each anchor pole with the exception of corner poles that 

receive two 50’ lengths. At the desired length, wrap the cable several times with packing tape and then cut 

with cable grinder. Wrapping the cable with tape prevents fraying. *PPE 

2) Continuing with the 5/16” cable: 4 bridle cables will be required. Run the cable from W to E anchor 

pins, cut, and return to cut the second on both W-E sides.  

3) Cut 2 ribbon cables, one for each N-S side in a similar manner.  

4) Cut cross wires by running the cable from W to E anchors for each interior pole. 

5) Switching to the 1/4” cable, the vine lines will be spooled out running N-S. Vine lines are 3.5’ from the 

anchor poles and 7’ between each line. (Figure 5.) 

 

 

Figure 5. Cable layout 

 

 

 

Time to Rent a SkyJack!! 

 

 

9. Even Pole Tops 

Vine lines run N/S and sit 

on top of W/E cross wires. 
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 Materials required: Skyjack, chainsaw, measuring tape *PPE 

 Approximate time required: 1.5 days 

 People required: spotter and chainsaw user 

 

One person will go up in skyjack to measure shortest pole of each W/E row. With a chainsaw cut all poles 

to match this shorter pole in the row. Make sure to allow for height changes in slope as you move along 

the row. Remove debris as needed.  

 

 

10. Attach and Stretch Cables 

 

 Materials required: Skyjack, precut cables, nails, staples, 5/16” and 1/4" cable clamps, socket 

wrenches, haven grip and come along,   

 Approximate time required: 3.5-4 days 

 People required: 1-2 people 

  

Begin with securing anchor cables to anchor poles. In skyjack from the inside of the pole, nail a 6” spike 

3” in at 18’ above the ground. The cable is centered on the outside of the pole and ends are wrapped 

around to sit on the nail (Figure 6). The outside of the wrap is secured with a staple (Figure 9) The 

hanging ends should be at equal length. The ends of the cable were pulled through the eyelet of the anchor 

pin and tensioned using the haven grip and come along. At desired tension, clamp the loose end of the 

cable onto the tension line (Figure 7.). Complete this for all anchor poles.  
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Figure 6. Anchor pole with anchor cable set and 

wrapped around 6” spike                             

Figure 7. Anchor cables tensioned and secured 

through the eyelet of anchor pin 

 

 

Next, place the bridle cables. Attached at corner poles and run W-E/E-W the cable is wrapped and 

secured with staples above the anchor cable. The short end is clamped back to long end. Run the cable 

along the outside of each anchor pole securing loosely with a staple. When arriving at the opposite end, 

wrap the cable around the corner pole similar to first end, tensioning with a haven grip and come along. 

Tensioning can be done at a later time when poles have settled. When at desired tension, hammer staples 

flush into each pole. Complete for both bridle cables on both W-E sides of the yard. 
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Figure 8. Full view of anchored poles  

 

 

Figure 9. Outside view of anchor pole with bridle attached 
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To hang the ribbon, complete in similar fashion as the bridle but along the N-S sides of the yard. 

  

Attach each end of 1/4" vine lines to bridle cables by way of a crow’s foot knot secured with a cable 

clamp (Figure 8.).  

 

Figure 10. Vine line attached to bridle with crow’s foot knot 

 

Switch to tensioning the cross wires now as they will help elevate the vines lines. The cross wire is 

attached to each anchor pole running W-E by wrapping the end around a pole and securing the cable end 

to itself with cable clamps. The crosswire sits on top of field poles secured by staples. This cable and be 

fully tensioned after poles settle. After cross wires are completed adjust vine lines accordingly making 

final tensioning after poles have settled.  
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Figure 11. Vine lines sitting on top of cross-wires on field poles; final adjustments to be made in 

spring  

 

11. Installing the wiggle wire  

 

After all final tensioning is completed, a 9 gauge wire measured at 18” is wrapped around each vine line 

that sits on every third cross wire. This will hold vine lines in place during high winds when your hop 

plants are growing.  

 

12. Plan what varieties you will plant and how they will be organized in your yard.  

 

Avoiding monocultures will help prevent large pest outbreaks.  

After transplanting make sure to water and maintain soil moisture either by watering or irrigation.  

 

 

Congratulations, you have a hop yard! 
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